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Transient Radiation Effects on Detectors 3

1ITODUCTION

This report contains the initial results of a study of the
long term effects of high energy neutrons on near-infrared detectors.
The detectors chosen for this study are lead sulfide, indium antimonide,
indium arsenide, and mercury cadmium telluride. All detectors are
for use at wavelengths shorter than about six micrometers.

Included in this selection of detectors are one type which
operates at room temperature (PbS),three which operate at 780K, two
which are photoconductive (PbS, Hgl.xCdxTe), and t'o which are of the
photovoltaic type.

Section II of this report contains an analysis of the detec-
tion mechanisms and identifies material parameters which influence
detector performance and uhich may be -•dIation dependent.

The third section contains a description of experiments on
lead sulfide de-actors. Similar data for InSb, InAs, and Fgl_ CdxTe
will appear in future reports.

ANALYSIS OF DETETION MECHANISMS

In order to understand the effects of radiation damage on
detectors it is necessary to have a mathematical description of the
mechanisms by which the photosignal and the detector noise are produced.
It is then possible to identify the material properties which are im-
portant in good detectors and which may be radiation dependent.

The detectors chosen for this study include types which are
commonly manufactured in the photoconductive form and types which are
commonly manufactured in the photovoltaic form. The detection mechan-
isms are sufficiently different that separate mathematical models are
required for each form.

Photoconductive Detectors

Signal Considerations

Photoconductive detectors operate by absorbing quanta of
infrared radiation to produce free carriers which increase the detector
conductance. This increase in conductance is monitored by suitable
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electronic circuits. The detectors chosen for this study are intrinsic
detectors, that is, the photon absorption is produced by a mechanism
intrinsic to the pure semiconductor end not associated with the im-
purities in the semiconductor. Impurities do, however, play other
important roles in intrinsic detectors, particularly the photovoltaic
type.

Seulcunductors are characterized by the existence of a for-
bidden energy gap in which there are no allowed electron states. The
lower edge of this gap is the valence band which is normally fully
occupied by electrons. Quanta of energy greater than the gap aA;e able
to excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band (the
upper limit of the forbidden gap). Both the electron in the conduction
band and the unoccupied state (hole) in the valence band can move under
the influence of an external electric field. By increasing the number
of free charge carriers the infrared radiation increases the detector
conductivity which is proportional to the carrier concentration.

Changes in conductivity are monitored using a circuit of the
type shown in Fig. 1

Vb DETECTORMETER

II
Fig. 1 Typical detector circuitry

interaction of the detector with its circuitry can be

described using the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2

RL

VVVV TO AMP
Vb Ro 6R

Fig. 2 Detector equivalent circuit

Here Vb is the bias voltage; RL is the load resistance; Ro
is the background resistance, that is, the resistance of the sample
when the signal illunination is absent; Re is the signal resistance
which is produced by the photon-generated free carriers. The signal
voltage, AVd, resulting from the introduction of the signal resistance,
Re into the circuit is given by
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•Vd = vd (R)
I/R0 + 1/RL

in the small signal approximation, that is, when Rs >> Ro.

Two cases must now be considered. If the load resistance
is much larger than the sample resistanc~e this equation reduces to

t~VI = (2)""Vd - Vd 11% 
(R)This is the equation for the signal in the constant current condition

(the larger load resistor dominates the circuit resistance and there-
fore the current through the detector is essentially unchanged by the
small changes in detector resistance prc .aced by the illumination).

If, on the other hand, the load resistance is small, Eqn. 1
reduces to

"vd =Vd 7L ( )

This is the equation for signal in the constant voltage condition (the
voltage across the detector is approximately constant).

In order to determine what information can be obtained from
these last two equations we write the background and signal resistances
in terms of the microscopic material parameters of the detector:

s 2

where W and L are dimensions of the detector as shown in Fig. 3

Fig. 3 Detector dimensions

AO is the change in the photon flux density due to the signal radiation,
":s (W) is the effective quantum efficiency for the creation of electron-
hole pairs, and is a function of wavelength, X , e is the electronic
charge and •s and •s are the effective carrier lifetime and mobility,
respectively of the photon-generated carriers. When equal numbers of
electrons and holes are produced b- the illumination the T7 product is
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given by

Ts [L e Pe h+ h (5)

that is by the sum of the electron and hole ¶. products.

In e cimilar way we can ia'ite the background resistance as

1!R0 = G T 0 e j0 I/L 2  (6)

where G is the total background carrier-generation rate and TO and jo
are the effective lifetimes and mobilities for the background processes.

Some detectors, notably the extrinsic silicon and germanium
detectors, have a background generation rate, G, which is proportional
to the background photon flux and lifetimes and mobilities which. are
equal for both the signal and background processes.

In such a situation

l/R- o (X) WL ;s e s I/L (7)

For this situation the signs). in the constant current condition becomes

"Aa V • 6s(x) (8)
AVd = Vd A •0 sW(8

For such detectors the signal is independent of all material parameters
except the quantum efficiency.

In order to discuss detectors which ao not have this conveni-
ent property we can express the lifetimes and mobilities as func:tions
of a parameter a which is a measure of the amount of radiation damage
produced. Then

1 A (X) WL T (0) e js (t )/L 2  (9)

and

G= " (u) ero (&x)/L2  (10)
R 0o

0

The constant current signal for such a case is
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AVd -- . (ii)

If we assume that Ao, W, and G' are to first order in a inde-
pendent of any radiation damage, then we can lump these parameters into
a constant, K, and write

*,d %K ' ¢, • ¢A
MT~~~ SVK(2A ad ~ 77 W~) (1r 77)

0

The signal, therefore, is changed by radiation damage only when the

ratio of the Tp products or the quantum efficiency is changed. If the
rp products for the background processes change in the same way with
radiation damage, for instance if they are proportioral to O , then the
signal is independent of the damage produced. If, however, the signas:
is experimentally found to be a function of radiation damage we conclude
either (1) the i• products for the signal and background processes are
affected differently, or (2) the spectral response ns (k) of the de-
tector is changed.

The signal for the constant voltage condition was given as
Eqn. 3

AVd --vd /.
h/RL

Here we have only the signal resistance to write in microscopic para-
meters:

"Vd = d RL 'o s (X H1) Fs 0)eis(3L

In this equation it is convenient to introduce the photoconductive gain,i ~ g., defined by

g s s ( (!4)

L L

so

Am hAO 77s )W Reg(nn g (15)

Aseuming that the dependence of spectral response on radiation
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damage is constant to first order, we fnd that all the radiation
effects are in the photoconductive gain term g (,Y). Thus, in both
constant current and consta-t voltage conditions, the effect of radia-
tion damage to photoconductive detectors is primarily determined by
the change in the Tp product.

Minority Carrier Sweepout

Up to this point we have assumed that radiation damage re-
duces the Tp product and consequently reduces the signal. Although
this is the usual situation it need not hold in all cases. The reason
for the possibility of an increase in signal can be understood by con-
sidering the effects of the sweepout of minority carriers from the
detector. Minority carrier sweepout sets a lirmit on the achievable gain
for intrinsic detectors. The intrinsic signal generation process pro-
duces both free holes and free electrons which migrate to opposite
electrodes under the influence of the bias field. Assume that the
minority carrier mobility is much smaller than the majority carrier
mobility. If the bias and lifetimes are sufficiently large the majority
carrier will reach its electrode long before the minority carrier is
swept out of the crystal. When this happens an additional majority
carrier is injected into the crystal from the opposite electrode and
continues the conduction process. In this way photoconductive gain in
excess of one is possible. An ohmic contaot to a semiconiuctor can be
shown to be capable of injecting majority carriers and incapable of
injecting minority carriers. Consequently, if the contacts are ohmic,
when the minority carrier reaches the electrode no additional minority
carriers can be injected. The majority carrier then either recombines
to preserve charge neutrally or is swept out, and the conduction pro-
cess stops. This sweepout of majority carriers places a limit on the
photoconductive gain.

Minority carrier sweepout can be delayed with a resulting
increase in further photoconductive gain by introducing minority carrier
traps which reduce the effective minority carrier mobility. Radiation
effects which produce minority carrier traps can therefore increase
the minority carrier sweepout time and thereby increase the photoconduc-
tive gain and enhance the photosignal.

Noise Considerations(l)

Noise in photoconductive detectors can be classified into
three types: (1) generation - :recombination noise, (2) Johnson noise,
and (3) 1Il/fIt noise.

Generation - recombination noise is a result of the statisti-
cal uncertainty in the times of the generation and recombination events.
The frequency spectrum of the fluctuations in the concentration of
background, non-photont-induceO carriers is typically given by

6



S• *): • • •o 1 + W2 ;F) "-12•

Treating the concentration fluctuation as a signal, we can substitute
for I/Rs the following:

S1
llRs .., A N W e P L.-

The resulting noise is given by:

2G½ eoI
Constant I: 0Vdn (w) = V e ± i (17)

1/R (l + W2 o2)

2VTO eo L0
Constant V: AVdn (w)=V / 0 . (18)

l/RL (1l+ w

A similar calculation must be made for the photon-generated carriers
using the proper expression for generation of hole-electron pairs.
This gives

2(0W L e 2
Constant I: 9 =)A~.(W) Vd 5 sL (9

W T 5 ~4
11R, (1 + • s)"

,2(0 WLn s is e 'sL2
Constant V: AV (ry) V (20)

l/L(3. + W F5 )

The total noise from these two generation recombination pro-
ceases (i.e. signal and background processes) is equal to the sum of
these noises added in quadrature, that is, the square root of the sum
of the squares of the two processes.

Johnson noise arises from thermal motion of the free carriers.
The Johnson noise voltage from a device with resistance R at absolute
temperature T measured with a noise bandwidth Af is given by

4k = T R AT•. (21)

If the detector and its load resistor are not at the same
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temperature the expression is more complex. In general, for a set of
resistors of resistas.ne Ri at temperature T the Johnson noise is

AV• Ri].[4 f Ri] • 22
iii

The magnitude of the Johnson noise can be 'nade small by cooling the
detector and by mfinimizing its resistance. "1/f" noise processes are
not easily written in analytic form. The current and frequency de-
pendence of the noise voltage is usually of the form

AVf Af CIf' 0 (3)

where Af is the noise bandwidth. The terminology "i/f" refers to the
frequency dependence of the noise power. The magnitude of the 1/f
noise can be a function of the quality of the electrical contacts to
the detector, the surface preparation, and the care with which the
sample is handled. Since 1/f noise cannot easily be treated analytically
and since most detectors are, if possible, operated at sufficiently
high frequencies to avoid this noise we shall assume in the following
analysis that it is negligibly small.

Signal to Noise Ratios

As is indicated above the noise contributions of primary con-
cern, if the effects of radiation damage are to be analyzed, is the
SJohnson noise. Accordingly, the signal-to-Johnson noise ratio should
"be minimized and, to the extent possible,, made independent of the
amount of radiation damage produced. For constant - current operation
the signal is given by Eqn.(ll) andthe Johnson noise by Eqn. (21). The
single - to - noise ratio is then:

S d s 'S . (24~)ý! s VdL
GT0 (-y 0 (.v) 'N ?&TA p e

The radiation dependence is contained in the Tp terms and we
can write

S __ _ _ _ _

N = K . (25)

0 0

For constant voltage operation we use the expressions for the
signal given by Eqn. (15) and for the noise by Eqn. (21). The resist-
ance is that of the load resistor, RL.

8
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S AO 775 RL2 e g (t)(26)

-4 4k

The radiation dependence is in the gain factor exclusively.
Therefore any change in the signal - to - noise ratio is due to a
change in photoconductive gain.

For situations in which the signal and background time con-
stants and mobilities have the same dependence on oy the constant cur-
rent mode of operation gives a signal - to - noise ratio which varies
as -TUp , whereas that for the constant voltage mode varies as ¶ •
Consequently, constant current mode operation is more radiation resis-
tant for this situation.

Photovoltaic Detectors

Signal Considerations(2)

Photovoltaic detectors operate through the creation by in-
cident photons of free electron-hole pairs, as is also the case for
photoconductive detectors. Photovoltaic detectors, howevel, differ
from the photoconductive types in the way in which the photon-generated
free carriers interact with the detector sr., the measuring circuit.
These differences provide the photovolteic detector with several ad-
vantages.

A photovoltaic detector consists of a junction which can be
illiminated and a pair of electrical contacts. In practice detectors
are usually made using a "mesa" structure as shown in Fig. 4

.. ptype
n. type

Fig. 4 Typical photovoltaic detector construction

The structure shown in Fig. 4 consists of a p-type layer a few microns
thick on an n-type base material (n-on p-structures can also be made).
Radiation to be detected falls on the surface of the thin p-type layer.
Free electrons and holes are formed within the material near the top
surface. If the absorption coefficient is small some carriers can be
produced in the junction region or in the n-type base layer. These
carriers diffuse toward the junction. Analysis of the electric field
configuration in a p-n junction shows that only the minority carriers

9



which reach the Juaction from either side are swept out by the field
at the junction to produce a flow of current in the external circuit.
The total current flowing through the diode is made up of photon-
generated currents, thermally generated currents, the ideal diode cur-
rent given by the Schockley Eqn. and any currents due to leakage across
the junction region. In order to calculate the current and noise to be
expected from a typical photovoltaic detector we can assume that the
detector is cooled sufficiently to cause thermally generated currents
to be negligible. The contribution to the diode current from the photon-
generated carriers is given by

IPC = -A5 n(X) (xd X (27)

where., as before, e is the electron charge, 7 (x) is the quantum efficien-

cy, 0 (X) is the photon flux density, and A is the diode area. The
quantum ef'ficiency - (k) is to be understood to represent the probabili-
ty that a photon incident on the detector surface will produce a hole-
electron pair and that the minority carrier so produced will diffuse
to the junction region and be swept out. .p (X.), then, will be a
function of the photon absorption coeffici-nt, minority carrier diffu-
sion length, and the probability of sweepout.

An ideal diode will carry a current whose value is given by
the Schockley Eqn.

I d = (e eeV/ I k T . )•(28)

V is the potentiel across the diode, T is the diode temperature, 8 is a
factor between about one and four, and I is the reverse saturation
current which is given by

DP DN
I Ae= 3no + n po ] (29)

Here A is the diode area, Dp and Dn are the hole and electron diffusion
coefficients,_Lp and Ln are the hole and electron diffusion lengths, P no
is the equilibrium concentration of holes in the n-type side, and Npo
is the equilibrium concentration of electrons on the p-type side.

An stray conductance GI shunting the junction (such as sur-
face leakage) will contribute a current k given by

13 = G IV . (30)

The total current across the junction then is

10



I3 1 (ee•/ kTl) e A 0 +G V (31)

Modulation of the photon flux will produce a signal given by

dI e= + I e e TV/ dV dV

dV
Since 7d is positive, the signal current is out of phase with

the other components of this equation and it is therefore desirable to
opTerate with an electrical circuit which will insure that

. dV
(1) 7d 0 and (2) V < 0.

We will see below that similar conditions provide minimum detector
noise. In practice, although it is impossible to satisfy these condi-
tions exactly they can be approximately fulfilled: either the detector
can be operated into a very low resistance circuit (real or synthesized)
or by means of a bias circuit the average value of V can be set to zero.

Noise Considerations(3)

Noise in photovoltaic detectors is primarily (1) generation-
recombination noise, (2) shot noise, (3) Johnson noise in the leakage
current, and (4) 1/f noise. Generation - recombination noise can be
written as shot noise in the photon generated current and so combined
with the ideal diode current. The total shot noise is then

12 = f ? e [A e I + (eeV/w T + 1)] (33)

ns PC

where Af is the noise bandwidth and I is the photon generated current.

The Johnson noise in the leakage current is given by (see
Eqn. 21)

2 = Af 4ktG (34)
ng1

As was the case for photoconductive detectors (Eqn. 23) the noise can
be written as

1•f 2 f C2 1I2 f-1 (35)

Combining these equations, the total noise current is



1 2 2 e Af I + ( eV/f k T +1 fh

2 Af -1 (36)

I

In order to minimize the noise it is necessary to minimize
the diode voltage and current and the leakage conductance.

It is possible to write the signal - to - noise ratio as was
done for the photovoltaic case, but this does not lead to andlytical
simplification. Consideration of both signal and noise indAicates that
operation near V = 0 is desirable. Experimentally the V = 0 condition
i.- produced either by applying a slight reverse bias to offset the bias
produced by the bsckground radiation, or by using an operational ampli-

fier to synthesize a low input impedance current-sensitive amplifier;
the former method was used in our experiments.

The radiation-dependent parameters for photovoltaic detectors
are the quantum efficiency - (A.), the reverse saturation current Isthe shunt conductance G1, .and,, possibly, the parameter 8 . 77()

and Is are radiation-dependent as a result of radiation-induced varia-
tions in the minority carrier diffusion lengths. The leakage conduc-
tance, Gi , may be radiation-dependent as a result of radiation-
induced surface changes.

GENERAL EXPEIflMAL CONDITIONS

Determination of Detector Figures of Merit

The determination of the noise equivalent power (NEP) and the

black body detectivity (Dgb) for both PbS and InSb detectors was
carried out using equ~ipment shown schematically in Fig-.

WAVE
-RECORDER

BLACK
BOD

Fig. 5 Block diagam of detector evaluation apparatus

Radiation from a 500*K black body(4) is chopped by a variable
speed chopper (2 Hz to 5 kHz)(15) before felling on the detector. The
photosignal and noise are amplified by a low noise preampl ifierl 6 ) and
the rms voltage is determined by a wave analyzer with a . Hz band-
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width (7). For greater accuracy in determining the noise level the rms
noise voltage was displayed on a strip chart recorder and averaged over
several minutes. In this way the signal (S) and noise (N) were measured
as a function of current, chopping frequency, and neutron fluence.

From these measurements the black body detectivity was ob-
tained from the following relation:

o l~b =N Mpbb A , (37)

where APbb is the rms value of the Fouricr component of the chopped
radiant power at the chopping frequency.

Neutron Sources

Two principal neutron sources were used: a commercially
available neutron generator and the NRL cyclotron.

The commercial s-urce makes use of a deuterium-tritium reaction
produced by bombarding a tritiated titanium target with 180 kev deuterons
The reaction is:

2 34 1
H 2 + 33. He + n + 1.7.6 MeV. (38)

10This source is capable of producing a usable flux of about 1.6 X 10
neutrons sec"1 steradian- 1 whose energy distribution is sharply peaked
at 1.4.2 MeV. Irradiations to a total fluence of 9.2 X 1012 n cm- 2 have
been made using this source.

Neutrons are produced in the NRL cyclotron facility when a
beryllium target is bombarded with 35 MeV deuterons. A flux of 5 X 10 12
n sec- 1 ster-I is available. The energy distribution, as determined
from time-of-flight measurements, is a broad peak centered at about 16
MeV with only a small rumber of neutrons with energies less than 1. MeV
or greater than 30 MeV. See Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the angular distri-
bution of neutrons near the forward direction. Gamma rays account for
only 5% of the total emitted energy. Since the cyclotron source is far
more intense than the deuterium-tritium source, the former was used to
produce fluences up to 101l n cm- 2 .

Overlap of data between the two sources indicates that both
neutron sources are about equally effective in causing damage to PbS
detectors. Both sources have the highly advantageous property of being
virtually free of other types of unwanted radtations such as I rays.

RESULTS FOR LEAD SULFIDF DETECTORS

Measurements were performed on eleven "Infratron" PbS photo-
conductors procured from Infrared Induetries, Inc., Waltham, M3ss.,

13
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Fig. 1 -Energ~y dist,-ibution of neutrons from NlRL cyclotron facility.

2 0/

Ai.6 negula distribution of neutrons from NRL cyclotron facility

w 0.94
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ity. Tepoieindicated by x is obtained when a 10 x 10 cm colli-

matr i usd.The filled circles indicate the profile of the uncolli-
matedbeamused for afl of the present measurements.
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c whicP had nominal room temperature detectivities (D*bb) of about 7XI08

cmHzl watE 1 The construction of these detectors is shown in Fig- 8

S' '•-PbS

--- CLEAR AREA
- UBSTRATE(QUARTZ)

- GLEAD GROOVE

Fig. 8 Lead sulfide detector construction

The sensitive area was 20 mils square for all detectors.

The detectors were irTadiated at room temperature aAd mea-
sured after a delay of from several hours to a day. The damage ob-
served is therefore relatively permanent.

In Fig. 9 the frequency dependence of signal and noise for a
typical PbS detector in the constant current mode is plotted both before
and after irradiation by 1013 n cm-2. Both signal and noise decreased
after irradiation. The flat (or white) region extending from about
h0 Hz to about 200Hz mekes it appear that generation-recombination noise
is dominant in that region. But as we will later see this is not the
case&

The current dependence of signal and noise in the same de-
tector is shown in Fig.10 at a frequency of 100 Hz (which lies well
within the white noise region). Again both signal and noise fall after
irradiation by 1013 n/cm2 .

Fig. 11 shows the radiation dependence of signal, noise, and
S/N for neutron flixences up to l014 / cm2 in the constant mode. (In
the constant voltage mode these quantities exhibit qualitively the
same behavior.) The curves are composites of several detectors ex-
posed to neutrons from both sources. VWhile the signal shows a monotonic
decrease with fluence, the noise exhibits a maximum (and, therefore,
s/N a minimum) near 2 X 1013 n/cm2 . The threshold fluence for obser-
vation of damage is about 2 X 1012 n/cm2 .

The maximum signal-to-noise ratio varies considerably from
sample to sample. The largest signal-to-noise ratio measured (corres-
ponding to the largest detectivity) was found in sample No. 11 at a
chopping frequency of 100 Hz (within the G.R. poise rpgion). The
detectivity was Db,4 (500 0 K, 100, 1) = 7.2 X 100 cm Hz.*" watts-1 . In
order to convert DNb to flmax we can use a conversion factor which is
typically about 100 for PbS at 3000 K. This results in D.* = 7.2 X

Amax

15



10 -
10 cm Hz- watts", which is within the range specified by the menu-
facturer. The detector resistance was essentially unchanged during
irradiation.

COJOLUSIONS

Long term effects (of the order of 24 hours and longer) of
high energy neutrons on lead sulfide infrared detectors have been ob-
served. Degradation of detector performance was observed for a fluence
in excess of about 2 X 1012 neutrons cm- 2 . This result contrasts with
earlier studies using thermal neutronb from a reactor(8) in which
degradation appeared only after exposure to greater then lO14 neutrons
cm- 2 . These results indicate that the thermal neutrons used in the
earlier study were about two orders of magnitude less effective than
14 MeV neutrons in producing damage in lead sulfide.

The effects to be expected from bombardment with somewhat
lower energy neutrons can be predicted using the 14 MeV damage data and
approximate scaling factors,

Annerling studies on these detectors have not been conducted,
but future measurements will determine the effects of storage at room
temperature over a period of several months. Irradiation and evalua-
tion of photovoltaic indium antimonide and indium arsenide detectors
are underway. The results of these studies will. appear in a future
report.
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